
1.) Remove the pre -cut mounting corners carefully from the cutting. 

2.) Fold the mounting corners at the creased ends.  

3.) Cut the mounting corners with a scissor accordingly so that they are not 

 visible on the passepartout/matting board. 

4.) Mount the corners using either an adhesive paste or Tylose MH300.  

 Let the glued mounting corner dry adequately enough, so that no moisture  

 gets absorbed by the original.  

5.) Attach the now ready - for - use mounting corners onto the original. After placing 

 the original with the attached mounting corners onto the table with the visible   

 side facing the table, now the reverse side is facing you, then carefully paste   

 the adhesive onto the corners. (preferably Tylose MH300). 

6.) Now you may position the original with stuck the mounting corners onto the   

 passepartout/mat backboard. In order to prevent the original from absorbing 

 moisture, please detach (remove) the original from the corners. For a perfect   

 glueing effect you may also use light weights by placing them onto the corners.

 After drying you may carefully insert or slide the original back into the mounting   

 corners. 

We have manufactured your product with utmost care and accuracy.  

Should you still have application difficulties, please do not hesitate to contact us.  

We will gladly assist you. Further information, such as our „Quality Guarantee“, 

certificates of independent testing institutions and information regarding application 

methods and instructions are stated on our website klug-conservation.com. 
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